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In [2] Kainen defined the skewness p(G) of a graph G (with no loops and 
no multiple edges joining the same pair of vertices) to be the minimum number 
of edges whose removal makes G planar. He proved that G can be 5-colored 
provided that p(G) < 2. More generally he showed in [3] that x(G) < 2 + k 
if p(G) < (i) and k > 3. Here x(G) denotes the chromatic number of G. 
The purpose of this note is to generalize these results to other orientable 
surfaces. To this end we define Pi to be the minimum number of edges 
whose removal makes the graph G embeddable in the orientable surface Sk 
of genus k. We prove 
THEOREM 1. Ifa and k are natural numbers, k > 1, and&G) < c) - 6k, 
then x(G) < a + 2. 
ProoJ Let G be a counterexample to the theorem with the minimum 
number of vertices. Let p = Pi; thus p c (i) - 6k but x(G) > a + 2. G 
is connected, for otherwise some component of G would be a counterexample 
with fewer vertices. Any graph obtained from G by deleting a vertex v has an 
(a + 2)-coloring. If a has degree less than a + 2 this can be extended to an 
(a + 2)-coloring of G. Thus every vertex of G must have degree > a + 2. 
We may assume that the graph G* = G - {eI ,..., efi} obtained from G by 
removing the edges eI ,..., e@ is minimally embedded in Sk . If G* is not 
connected, then, since G is connected, at least one of the edges, say eI , is a 
bridge of G* u eI . But by a theorem of Battle, Harary, Kodama, and Youngs 
[6, p. 561 the genus y(H) of a graph H is the sum of the genera of the blocks 
of H, hence y(G*) = y(G* u eI) = k. Thus G - {es ,..., eU] is embeddable 
in Sk, contrary to the definition of p. Hence G* is connected, and by a 
theorem of Youngs [6, p. 541 G* has a 2-cell embedding in Sk . Therefore, 
if p denotes the number of vertices, q - p the number of edges, and r the 
number of regions of G*, then p - (q - p) + r = 2 - 2k. Also 3r < 2 
(q - p) with equality if all regions are triangles. Hence, r = (q - p) - 
2(k - I) - p < $(q - p) and q - p < 3p + 6(k - I). 
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Let d = 2q/p be the “average degree” of the vertices of G. Then by the 
above d < 6 + [12(k - I) + 2p]/p. Since d <p - 1 we get 
Now put f(x) = &[7 + (1 + 48k + 8~)l’~]. Then j((i) - 6k) = +[7 + 
(1 + 4u2 - 4~z)l/~] = ~2 + 3, and j((‘;‘) - 6k) = d + I because d > +. 
Since 
d-2 t 1 2 - 6k < p < ; - 6k, 0 
we have 
d+l <f(p)-cu+3. 
Hence d c u + 2, contrary to the fact that every vertex of G has degree 
>a+2. 
Remurk. Using Theorem 1 for the complete graph Kp with p vertices we 
find 
Moreover, as the proof shows, equality holds if Sk has a triangulation with p 
vertices. Since x(&J = p, we see, putting G = Ka+s , that Theorem I is the 
best possible whenever Sk has a triangulation with u + 3 vertices. 
To find the minimal number of triangles into which a surface can be 
decomposed is a difficult problem. Ringel [4] solved it for nonorientable 
surfaces and it seems reasonable to expect the same kind of solution in the 
orientable case, i.e., to expect that & = {4[7 + (48k + 1)112]} is the number 
of vertices in a minimal triangulation of Sk , where {x} is the smallest integer 
not less than x. This is certainly true if (48k + l)1/z is an integer, in which 
case a complete graph gives a triangulation for Sk , and it can be verified in 
some other cases also. If the conjecture is true, then &K9) = max(0, (P;3) 
- 6k) and Theorem 1 is always the best possible. 
As corollaries we get the following results: 
THEOREM 2. Let C~ = ~(5’~) be the chromutic number of Sk (k > 0). Zf 
ck + 1 or 4 mod 12 und pk(G) < 2, then G is ck-colorable. 
In some cases this can be strengthened: 
THEOREM 2a. If ck = 7 or 10 and&G) < 3, then x(G) < ck . 
THEOREM 2b. If ck = 2, 3,6, or 11 mod 12 undpk(G) < 5, then x(G) < ck . 
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ProofI Theorem 2 is true for k = 0: if the four-color conjecture is false, 
i.e., if c,, = 5, then the theorem holds by Kainen’s result [2] mentioned in 
the introduction; if c,, = 4 nothing is claimed. 
For k > 1 we use Theorem 1 with a = ck - 2, 
Let Km be the complete graph with n vertices. Then x(K,J = n, and conse- 
quently y(Kck+J > k. By a theorem of Ringed and Youngs [5, p. 61 y(K,J = 
{$&z - 3)(n - 4)] for n > 3, where {x} is the smallest integer greater than 
or equal to x. Hence 
If ck = 2, 3,6, or 11 mod 12, then &(ck - 2)(ck - 3) is an integer, hence 
from (1) and (2) we get CY~ > 6. Applying Theorem 1 we get Theorem 2b. 
If ck = 7 or 10 mod 12, then llz(ck - 2)(ck - 3) = m + # for some integer 
m. Hence a,+ = 6(y(KOk+& - k - &) > 4, and we get Theorem 2a. 
Finally, if ck = 0, 5, 8 or 9 mod 12, then &(ck - 2)(ck - 3) = m + ij for 
some integer m. Hence ak = ~(Y(K~~+~) - k - 4) > 3 and we have proved 
Theorem 2. 
Remark 1. Let c = I or 4 mod 12, c > 4 and let k = y(Kc+J - 1. Then 
y(&) = c. By a theorem of Jungerman, Ringel, and Youngs (see [5, p. 180; 
111 YVG+I - KJ = {&[(c - 2)(c - 3) - 2]}. Since c = 1 or 4 mod 12, 
1$[(c - 2)(c - 3) - 2J is an integer and 
~%,Is &&+1) = 1, whereas Kc+l is certainly not c-colorable. Hence, even 
with the stronger hypothesis &G) < 1 Theorem 2 would be false for ck = 1 
or 4 mod 12. 
Remark 2. Similarly, if c = 0, 5, 8, or 9 mod 12 and c > 20, let k = 
y(Kc+& - I. So x(&J = c. By [5, (12.2) p. 1811 
since c + 7, IO mod 12. Again we see that by virtue of our choices of c we 
have Y(K~+~ - KJ -C Y(K~+~). Hence P~(K~+~) < 3 but Kc+l is not c-colorable. 
So Theorem 2 is the best possible for these ck . 
Remark 3. Although Theorem 2 is the best possible as indicated, there 
are examples for k for which one may allow much greater pk(G) without 
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destroying the ck-colorability of G. For example, if k = &W(WZ -- 1) > 0 
with m = 0, I, 4, or 9 mod 12 and pk(G) c m, then Theorem 1 (with u = 
m + I) gives x(G) < m + 3 = x(,Sk). 
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